
THE LOUNGE
FACT SHEET

Every journey begins with a first step. 
A moment of discovery. 
The beginning of a beautiful adventure.

We’ve set out to dazzle passengers right from the start with a rebranded, upgraded and elevated 
airport lounge experience. 

We aspired to create an inviting ambiance that encapsulates the epitome of global luxury, under-
pinned by three core principles — hospitality, functionality, and wellness — all while paying 
homage to local craftsmanship. 

Our emphasis on utilising the expertise of local artisans, bespoke furniture production, and the 
incorporation of warm materials such as natural oak and metallic accents, echoing the hues of a 
setting sun, played a pivotal role. To curate an unparalleled lounge experience, extensive research 
was conducted into the operational efficiency of the world's most acclaimed lounges, delving 
beyond mere aesthetics. The seamless blend of international sophistication and local influences 
results in an extraordinary and universally appealing experience...

It’s the future of pre-flight experiences. 
And we’re the pioneers. Ready to step up?



THE LOUNGE
FACT SHEET

QUICK FACTS
Name: The Lounge / Premium

Location: OR Tambo International Airport, Terminal A - Level 2 International Departures

Interior Architects: IHBAZA

Size: 2274m2        Capacity: 240 Seats     Renovation period: 4 Months 

Welcome experience: A warm welcome. Copper-clad concierge desks, LED fins setting the mood with

Mixology show-bar: Simply iconic. Our expert baristas are ready to take your order. 

   

Buffet dining: Bountiful breakfasts, delectable dinners and crafted canapés throughout the day.   

Private Suites: Perfect when travelling with family or friends.   

Meeting Suites: Business without boundaries? Our meeting suites are an extension of your boardroom.

Focus Booths: Ideal for catching up on work, your favourite show or a private call.

Connect and be connected: Universal charge ports and fast WiFi available throughout the lounge.

Quiet Zone: Tucked away from the main areas, a space to unwind. 

Shower Suites: Private shower suites with luxury amenities.    

FACILITIES

an African-inspired sky theme on arrival. 

Single-origin coffee, signature cocktails or any of our fine selection of South African wines.


